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Whitman Brand folder holds State Series Quarters 1999-2009 both Philadelphia and Denver Mints.

120 openings.
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I have dozens of albums and folders in which I put my quarter collections. This folder is one of my

favorites. It is beautiful and sturdy. Sure the multi-page albums are a lot nicer but also cost four

times the price. So if you want a good looking strong folder, and do not want to spend too much

money, this is the folder for you. Here are the pros and cons:PROS:1- Whitman produces one of the

most beautiful coins folders in the market.2- Fits the entire state quarter collection including both

Denver and Pennsylvania mints.3- Coins do not touch each other.4- Opens to display entire

collection.5- Extra information on the States such as: Statehood Date, Capital, Flower, Song and

Nickname (Alaska's nickname is The Last Frontier. Pretty cool, huh?)6- Its PriceCons:1- Quarters

holes are small and placing the quarters can be difficult. But if you use a small towel for support it

will make it easier.Other than this I will recommend this folder. But if you are looking for a place to

put your colorized quarters or other special collection you have to purchase the albums not a folder.

Happy collecting and enjoy!

I bought this album because I liked the idea of having all ten years of 50 States Quarters together in



one place, and because it could accommodate coins from both the Philadelphia and Denver mints.

I'd previously been using a different Whitman album that only held 1999-2001 quarters and needed

something for the new 2002 releases.Unfortunately this album has the coin holes too close together.

It is almost impossible to insert quarters without permanently creasing the cardboard surrounding

the holes. The album I'd been using previously was much sturdier thanks to having more reinforcing

cardboard.In retrospect I think I'd be happier just having more more albums like my original one.

It's a book for holding quarters and it does exactly that. I read reviews where people complain that

it's hard to get them in the slots - huh??? Don't you want them to be held in there securely in the

first place? So get over it already.I like the fact that it has slots for both "D's" & "P's" for each state

and they all fit in a single book.

This is a nice keepsake for those who casually collect quarters. If you are serious about your

collection, I recommend the "album" version of this product by Whitman.

It has been very hard to get the quarters into their spaces, compared to the other Whitman folders I

have. I do like the fact that it has all the years plus the P and D series all in one.

true, the quarter slots are very snug, but i like the fact that it will hold all the state quarters in one

book. Plus, it has lots of interesting info on the inside cover about all 50 states, and about the

quarters themselves.

This is a nice coin book but I just want to note two things interested buyers should be aware of: (1)

When you push in the coins, it can leave coin-shaped protrusions on the other side of the leather

covering, and (2) At least on my copy of the book there's a typo for South Carolina. For each state,

there is a slot for D and a slot for P minted coins, and there is a label underneath (e.g.,

"California-D" and "California-P"). On my copy, "South Carolina-P" is printed twice, instead of one

for South Carolina-D.

This coin folder was made in somber dark colors that lend themselves to serious coin collectors, not

to children. I bought this folder for my daughter and have been very disappointed in the difficulty to

get coins in using smaller fingers and children's muscle power. Also, after only two openings and

closings, the glue started to release, letting the cardboard 'pages' separate. For an ongoing



collection of quarters (many of which have yet to be minted and released), I foresee this being in

pieces long before my daughters 'collection' is complete. If you are looking for something for your

child to use, keep looking. This is not what you want or need.
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